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To help answer your most frequently asked questions, we've created a one stop FAQ resource. Check it out here (/frequently-asked-questions/).

Home (/) > Lysol Laundry Sanitizer

Lysol Laundry Sanitizer

Kills 99.9% of Bacteria Detergents Leave Behind*

Lysol Laundry Sanitizer is specially designed to sanitize your laundry and to kill 99.9% of bacteria*. It can be used

on most washable fabrics including: Baby Clothes, Gym Clothes, Undergarments, Towels, Bedding, and Delicates.

     *When used as directed in rinse cycle

Kills 99.9% of bacteria like Staphylococcus

Aureus & Klebsiella pneumoniae, simply add to

rinse cycle

Contains 0% bleach, works even in cold water

Gentle on fabrics including whites & colors

Works in all standard & HE machines

To disinfect and kill 99.9% of viruses, add when

pre-soaking laundry

Suitable for children's clothes, gym clothes,

underwear, towels, bedding & delicates
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Using Laundry Sanitizer during Machine Wash
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Step 1: Dosing Step 2: Pour into Machine Step 3: Laundry is Sanitized in Rinse

Cycle

For standard machines: Fill 2

capfuls to line 1 of the

dosing cup. 

For HE machines: Fill 2

capfuls to line 2 of the

dosing cup.

Add two capfuls to the fabric

softener compartment at the

start of laundry cycle.

If machine does not have a fabric

softener dispenser, wait until

rinse cycle and add directly to

drum of machine.

Leave in rinse cycle for 16

minutes.

Clothes come out sanitized killing

99.9%* of bacteria.

Pre-Soaking to Disinfect and Kill 99.9% of Viruses

Pour 2 capfuls into 1 gallon of

cold water

Soak items for 15 minutes Rinse thoroughly with clean water

or machine wash as directed

Lysol Laundry Sanitizer Sport

Lysol Laundry Sanitizer Sport Kills 99.9% of Odor Causing Bacteria* to

prevent odors before they can grow!

You wear your athleticwear a lot and over time, they begin to stink – even though you wash them. This is due to

bacteria and the odor molecules they produce becoming trapped in the synthetic fabrics. Eliminate those odors at

the source, prevent them from growing back, and leave your athleticwear smelling fresh and clean.

While fabric softeners and dryer sheets only mask the odors and can damage your clothing, Lysol Laundry

Sanitizer Sport is suitable for use on all your athleticwear's special fabrics. Whether you're washing your clothes

after laying on the sweaty gym floor or yoga mat or you want to ensure the stink from your last workout is

eliminated before your next workout, Lysol Laundry Sanitizer Sport can be your new workout partner.
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